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PLANAR  AND  STRONGLY UNIFORM  NEAR-RINGS1

GEORGE  SZETO

Abstract. The concept of a finite strongly uniform near-ring

defined by G. Ferrero is generalized to the infinite case. A relation

between planar near-rings and strongly uniform near-rings is

studied. A structure theorem for an integral planar near-ring of

M. Anshel and J. Clay is extended to a strongly uniform near-

ring.

1. Introduction. Let F be a near-field as defined in [8] and [9]. The

additive group of R was shown to be commutative in [8]. Recently, more

works have been done on such an R and on other more general algebraic

systems. Some geometric interpretations were found and some BIBD

(balanced incomplete block designs) were constructed by using these

systems. Moreover, Anshel and J. Clay generalized the concept of planarity

in [9] and found more properties of a planar near-ring [1], [2] and [3].

Also, Ferrero studied a more general system than planar near-rings

called strongly uniform near-rings [4] and [5]. In [5] he gave a necessary

and sufficient condition for a strongly uniform near-ring being a planar

near-ring as follows: A finite near-ring is a planar near-ring if and only

if it is strongly uniform, the multiplication is nontrivial and all nonzero

orbits under the automorphism group induced by the elements of the near-

ring are principal [5, Theorem 1]. The purpose of the present paper is

to generalize the above theorem of Ferrero to an infinite case. It is proved

that the necessity still holds while the sufficiency does not. Moreover, an

elementary proof of the sufficient condition of the Ferrero theorem is

given. Finally, some classes of infinite strongly uniform near-rings are

obtained and the structural Theorem 1 in [1] is also extended. Our tech-

niques are a combination of [1], [5] and [9].

2. Basic definitions and notations. A (left) near-ring R is an algebraic

system (F, +, •) such that (1) (F, +) is a group (not necessarily commu-

tative); (2) (F, •) is a semigroup; (3) multiplication • is left distributive

over addition +. Examples can be found in references.
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Let a and b be elements in R such that ac=bc for all c in R. Then a

and b are called left equivalent multipliers denoted by a = m b [3, p. 319].

We know that the relation =m is an equivalence relation on R.

If the equation, ax=bx+c, has a unique solution x in R for a, b and c

in R with a^mb then we call F a near-ring with planar property [3,

p. 319].
R is called a planar near-ring if (1) R has planar property, and (2) there

are at least three equivalence classes with respect to =.,„ in R [3, p. 319].

Throughout, F is assumed to be a (left) near-ring. The following

identities will be used freely: r0=0 and /•(—s)=— rs for all r, s in R,

where 0 is the identity of (F, +).

3. Strongly uniform and planar near-rings. Ferrero called a near-ring

F strongly uniform if there is at least one nonzero divisor in F and if the

right annihilator of each element r in R is either 0 or R; that is, Air)=

{s/rs=0} is either 0 or F [4, Definition III]. The multiplication of F is

called trivial if for each a in F either aF=0 or ab=b for all b in F.

Obviously, for each r with /K/) = 0, the map yr:r->« is an automorphism

of (F, +) in case F is finite. We shall keep the same definition of a strongly

uniform near-ring as defined by Ferrero even in the infinite case. First,

let us recall a theorem of Ferrero:

Theorem 3.1. A finite near-ring R is a planar near-ring if and only if

it is strongly uniform, the multiplication of R is nontrivial and all nonzero

orbits of (F, +) under the automorphism group <t> induced by the elements

of R are principal; that is, for each r , r" in the same nonzero orbit, there is

only one <ps e 0 such that <psir')=r" [5, Theorem 1].

In this section, we shall prove the necessity and disprove the sufficiency of

the above theorem in the infinite case. First, by the same proof as given

in [1, p. 167], we have:

Lemma 3.2. If R is a planar near-ring then it is strongly uniform such

that AiO) = R.

Lemma 3.3. If R is a planar near-ring, then (1) every element r with

v4(/-) = 0 induces a group automorphism <pT of (F, +) defined by <pris) = rs

for alls in R, and (2) the set <$ = {<pr¡Air) = 0} forms an automorphism group

of (F, +) under composition operation.

Proof. (1) Since rix+y)=rx+ry, tprix+y)=(pTix) + <priy) for all

x and y in F. Hence <pr is a homomorphism of (F, +). Moreover, let

9>r(x)=0, rx=0. Air)=0, so x=0, and so <pr is one-to-one. Furthermore,

by Lemma 3.2, v4(0)=F. But Air)=0, then 0 ^mr. Thus the equation,
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rx=0x+c, has a unique solution x in F for an arbitrary c in R; that is,

rx=c; <prix) = c has a unique solution x in F. Therefore cpr is onto. Con-

sequently, it is an automorphism of (F, +).

(2) It is clear that the set ® = {r/v//l(r)=0} is closed and associative

under composition operation. Next, by Lemma 3.2 again, r ^m0, so

rx=0x+r has a unique solution lr; and so rlr=r. But then rl2=rlT

and ril2—lr)=0. Noting v4(/)=0 we have 1^ = lr. Thus lr is a nonzero

idempotent. Obviously, ^4(lr)=0, so <px is in <JX On the other hand, the

Pierce decomposition theorem holds for near-rings, so F=lrF + F' with

lrF'=0. But then /l(lr) = 0 implies F' = 0. Therefore, F=lrF. This

implies that lr is a left identity of F; and hence <px is the identity of O.

Finally, we claim that every cpr in <J> has an inverse. In fact, the equation,

rx=0x+lr, has a unique solution r such that rr'=\r. Obviously, Air') = 0,

but then cpr<pr>= rprr,= tpx. The proof is thus completed.

Now we show:

Theorem 3.4. Let R be a planar near-ring ifinite or infinite). Then

it is strongly uniform, the multiplication of R is non trivial and all nonzero

orbits of (F, +) under the automorphism group induced by the elements of

R are principal.

Proof. Since F is a planar near-ring, there are at least three equiva-

lence classes of left equivalent multipliers and hence the multiplication of

F is nontrivial. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, F is strongly uniform, so it

suffices to show that all nonzero orbits of (F, + ) under í> are principal.

Let a and b be two elements in a nonzero orbit. Suppose there were two

different automorphisms <pr and cpr, in O such that <pTia)=tpr>ia)=b.

Then ra=r'a. But çv^çy implies r =ßm r ; then the equation, rx=r'x + 0,

has a unique solution. Noting that x=0 and x=a are solutions, we con-

clude that a=0. This is a contradiction. Therefore there is a unique <pr

such that <pria) = b. The proof is thus completed.

Next, the sufficiency is disproved by a counter example. Let Z be the

ring of integers and let ZxZ={fn, m)\n and m £ Z} be the direct sum of

two copies of (Z, +). Also, it is aZ-module by defining kin, m) = (kn, km)

for all k in Z. Then a multiplication can be defined so that (ZxZ, +, *) is

a near-ring; that is, (n',m) * («", m")=n'(n", m"). It is easy to show

that (1) (ZxZ) is an infinite near-ring; (2) it is strongly uniform with an

automorphism group $ induced by the elements of F isomorphic with

(Z/(2), +); (3) the multiplication is nontrivial; and (4) all nonzero orbits

under <t> are principal. On the other hand, it can be shown to be nonplanar.

In fact, the equation, (2, 0)x=(0, 0)x+(l, 1) with (2, 0)fám(0, 0), does

not have a solution.
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Here, we present an elementary proof of the sufficiency of the Ferrero

theorem in the finite case.

Theorem 3.5 (Ferrero). If R is a finite near-ring such that (1) it is

strongly uniform, (2) the multiplication is nontrivial, and (3) all nonzero

orbits under O are principal, then R is a planar near-ring [5, Theorem 1].

Proof. Since the multiplication of F is nontrivial, there are at least

three equivalence classes of left equivalent multipliers in F, so, it suffices

to show that F has planar property; that is, for a ^mb, the equation,

ax=bx+c, has a unique solution. Let us consider a map/from F to F

defined by/(/•)=— br+ar. We claim that/is one-to-one. Assume/(/) =

for'); then —br+ar=—br'+ar'. This implies that br'—br=ar' — ar,

bir'—r)=air'—r). In case Aia) = R and Aib)=0, ¿»(r'—r)=0; and hence

r' — r=0, r' = r. The similar argument holds for the case, Aia)=0 and

Aib) = R. In case Aia)=0 and A(b)=0 with a ^mb, <pa^<pb in Í» with

fa(r'—r)=(pb(r'—r). Noting that (/—r) and (pAf1—r) are in the same orbit,

we have that r' j^r forces <pa=<pb because all nonzero orbits under O are

principal. This leads to a contradiction that a =mb (for <pa=q>h). Thus

r=r'. Therefore / is one-to-one; and hence it is onto (for F is finite).

This implies that fox) = c has a unique solution, or ax = bx + c has a

unique solution x in F.

4. A classification of strongly uniform near-rings. The near-ring R

in the last section was assumed to have at least three equivalence classes

of left equivalent multipliers and to be strongly uniform. In this section,

we shall discuss the case in which there are not more than two classes.

Also, the structural theorem for an infinite (or finite) integral planar

near-ring [1, Theorem 1] is extended.

Theorem 4.1. Let R be a strongly uniform near-ring. If there is only

one equivalence class of left equivalent multipliers, then ab=bfor all a and b

in R.

Proof. First, we note that F=0F + F' with 0F' = 0 by the Pierce

decomposition theorem. Since F is strongly uniform, either F'=0 or

0F=0. In case F' = 0, F=0F. Hence R={0r/r in F}. This implies

i0r)i0r')=0r'; that is, ab = b for all a and b in F. Next, in case 0F=0,

R=R'. Hence Or=0=ar for all a and r in F because 0 =ma. This con-

tradicts that there exists at least one nonzero divisor in F (for F is

strongly uniform). Thus the proof is completed.
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Theorem 4.2. Let R be a strongly uniform near-ring with a left identity.

If there are exactly two classes of ¡eft equivalent multipliers, then 0r=0

for all r in R and ab = b for all a and b in R with a ^m 0.

Proof. By the Pierce decomposition theorem again, F=0F+F'

with 0F' = 0. There are exactly two classes of left equivalent multipliers,

so 0F=0; for otherwise 0R = R implies that there is only one class by

Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, let e be a left identity of F by hypothesis,

then ar=er=r for all a with a =m e and br=0r=0 for all b with b =m 0.

We conclude this section with extending Theorem 1 in [1].

Theorem 4.3. Let R be a strongly uniform near-ring. Assume there are

at least three classes of left equivalent multipliers. If the set <¡> = {<pjr^>-sr

for all r in R, where Ais) = 0} is an automorphism group of (F, +) under

the composition operation, then (1) the set S={s/Ais)=0} is a union of

groups, Sx, such that SxC\Sy= 0 for different left identities x and y of

R; (2) Sx^Sy as a group isomorphism.

Proof. Since O is an automorphism group of (F, +), sR=R for

all s in S. Hence there exists a ls such that j1s=j. Thus every element in

S has a right identity. Moreover, ^(i)=0, so ls is unique. Also, noting

that ls=lsand that /1(1S)=0, we have a left identity ls of F. Furthermore,

sR=R implies that there exists a right inverse ofs. It is easy to see that the

right inverse of s is unique. Thus the theorem can be completed by applying

the arguments given in [1, Theorem 1].

Remark. There are near-rings satisfying the conditions of the above

theorem and they are not planar. For example, let F be a//-singular and

a nonsemisimple finite near-ring for a prime integer p. Then (1) F is

strongly uniform [4, Theorem 5]; (2) (S> = {<pJAis) = 0} is an automorphism

group of (F, +) because F is finite; (3) <£ has nonfixed point free auto-

morphisms with points in A = {a/Aia) = R} [4, Theorem 17]. Therefore,

F is not a planar near-ring [5, Theorem 1].

The author wishes to thank Professor Ferrero for the above example.

Ferrero proved a similar result to Theorem 4.2 [5, Corollary 1].
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